
Year 1 Curriculum Overview
Autumn Term 2022

Our Expedition for this term is ‘Transport is Everywhere’

Reading
In Year 1, we will continue the good practice started in Reception, by teaching daily Phonic lessons, followed by
carefully planned and structured Guided Reading sessions. Your child will continue to read a text appropriate to their
level of reading 3x a week, this book will then be sent home for your child to read to you. Please help your child by
encouraging them to read for at least 10 minutes every day and record it in their reading records.

We will continue to encourage a love of reading and listening to stories through our topic,
reading a range of fiction and non-fiction books linked to transport. ‘Story Time’ is an
integral part of every school day and is a time for children to relax and unwind before
hometime, and immerse themselves in a world of imagination.

Writing
We will offer a range of continued provision activities to develop the children’s fine motor skills and
their phonic knowledge, giving plenty of opportunities to enhance children’s confidence on their
journey to become independent writers. Children will be encouraged to use sound mats and  to write
using the sounds that they can hear. Through our texts including, ‘The Magic Train Ride’, ‘The Naughty
Bus’ and ‘Toys in Space’, children will enjoy writing simple sentences and begin to extend their
sentences using contractions and adjectives. We will also be introducing the spelling rule for adding
s/es to change words from singular to plural.

Maths
Throughout this term, children will become confident in writing numbers 1-20, and focus on correct number
formation. We will also introduce the correct spelling of words from one to ten. Counting games and continued
provision resources will encourage children to count in 2s, 5s and 10s and we will continue to explore number bonds
using both practical resources and written methods. Children will use manipulatives to solve simple addition and
subtraction calculations and we will introduce some mental maths challenges also.

Science
Our first Science topic looks at different types of materials, we will be looking at the correct name of each material
and encouraging the children to sort and group materials in different ways. Later in the term,
we will be making observations about seasonal changes, describing the weather and how the
length of day changes and the reasons behind this.

History
We will be linking our topic of Transport to our history lessons, exploring how transport -including
cars, planes and space travel- has changed within living memory. Children will have opportunities
to look at photos, video footage and artifacts to inspire them to ask historical questions, such as
‘What was it like in the past?’. We will also look at inspirational role models from the past,
including Amelia Earheart, Amy Johnson and Neil Armstrong.



Geography
This term we will be looking at our local area, identifying human features and beginning
to explain the difference between physical and human characteristics. We will introduce
children to the concept that we go to a school in a town called Orpington, in the county of
Kent, which is England and England is a country on planet Earth.

Art
We will continue to develop skills taught in Reception and begin to use different design techniques using a range of
colours, patterns and textures. We will use a collage technique to create a picture using different ways to cut and tear
papers to make a pattern, first as a group and then individually.

Music
This year we will continue to experience a wide range of musical artists from different
genres and cultures through our weekly ‘Music of the Week’ lessons. Children will be given
the opportunity to match musical instruments to create the sounds of a variety of methods
of transport. They will also enjoy weekly singing assemblies with Reception.

Computing
In the first half term, children will begin to develop their understanding of E-Safety, including
how to stay safe online and what to do if they see something they are unsure of. In the second
half of this term, we will link Maths with Computing and create a pictogram online to show the
number of different vehicles that pass the school gates within a set time frame. We will use
Ipads to record early stories written in our English sessions and to showcase our work created
during continued provision activities. .

PE
This half term, Year 1 will work with our specialist dance coaches to learn, rehearse and
perform a simple routine linked to our topic of transport. During our outdoor lessons, the topic
is ‘Attack, Defend and Shoot’. Children will be encouraged to develop skills in throwing, catching
and passing. We will begin to play simple games to develop and improve agility, balance and
coordination.

PRE
This term our big question is ‘Where did the world come from?’ We will be encouraging children to
explore creation stories from Christianity, Hinduism and Judaism. We will encourage children to feel
confident to share personal opinions and experiences, whilst showing respect and value for other
people’s beliefs.

PSHCEE
This term we will be looking at ‘Rights and Responsibilities’, we will be learning about keeping
ourselves clean and healthy and encouraging children to follow a good hygiene routine. We
will explore the importance of looking after personal and school belongings and introducing
the value of money and how to save for special things. Children will  be inspired to create
rules for the classroom and school environment. They will be encouraged to build friendships
and think of others’ feelings, thinking of ways to help themselves and their friends feel special
and valued.


